
The purpose of the project is to provide the COMPANY marketing and sales team with useful insights
regarding the entire buying process. The data and insights from these surveys will be used to improve
sales and marketing content and process.

Each interview is scheduled to be approximately 25 minutes.

Each interviewee will receive a $50 Amazon gift card.

1. Overview of Persona Interview

Sample Persona Interview Template

Name:

Company:

Job Title / Job Role:

Email Address:

1. Contact Information

Industry

How long has the company been in
business?

How many employees?

# of employees and roles in the XXX
Department

2. Company Information

When did COMPANY become a
vendor for you?

Which products/solutions from
COMPANY are you using?

How do you specifically interface
with COMPANY in your role?

On a scale of 1-10, how technical are
you?

3. Use of the Product
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4. How are you using COMPANY? What are the use cases for you?

Buying Process

Think about the time when your company selected COMPANY as a vendor to provide you with a solution (when answering
the questions below):

5. What was the catalyst/compelling event that initiated your process to look for a new solution?

6. What was status quo prior to COMPANY ? What vendors did you use? What were the challenges
you were facing?

7. How did you hear about COMPANY ?

8. Who were all the people from the company involved in the decision process? What roles/titles do
they have?

Internal Champion

Influencer

Decision Maker

User

Ratifier

9. Who played the role of:
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10. Whose budget has a line item to cover the cost of have a solution like COMPANY ?

11. What criteria was important to each of those roles? What was in their checklist? What kind of
information did they need to see in order to be comfortable to proceed with COMPANY ?

12. How long did the whole decision making process take from your first meeting/call with
COMPANY to signing an agreement?

13. What were the major milestones throughout the decision process?

14. Did any external sources influence your decision? Did you do any google research or talk to
anyone to get advice on what company to work with?

15. Which competitor solutions did you look at?

16. What were the main reasons that you chose COMPANY ?
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Your Role

17. In your role, what are some of your key objectives for the next 12 months?

18. In your role, what are some of the obstacles in the way of meeting your objectives?

19. On a day-to-day basis, what are some of the key activities you do?

20. What do you love about your job?

21. What frustrates you about your job?
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Industry associations or
groups?

Industry events?

Industry magazines or
newsletters?

Industry blogs?

Industry websites?

LinkedIn groups?

Industry influencers?

Which of these are the
most important ones to
you in terms of helping
you be better at your
job?

22. Watering Holes 

Where do you go to learn or get valuable information? Please provide three answers for each of the
following, if possible:

23. Comments for COMPANY 

If I could tell Brightcove to improve 3 things about their product or service, what would you like me
to tell them?

Since you’ve been with COMPANY , what impact have you
noticed on the business? (efficiencies, uptime, adoption, cost
savings, peace of mind, change in resources required, impact
on funnel,)

24. The Impact of COMPANY
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Based on your positive experience with COMPANY , would you be interested in providing a testimonial or
having a case study written about your business? This would be something that would be displayed in
COMPANY marketing materials including the website. Many satisfied customers find a benefit of giving a
testimonial or case study is that it promotes their own business or their personal brand. Is this something you
would be interested in?

If yes, when would be a good time to do a follow-up? Should COMPANY contact you directly or someone else
on you team?

25. Testimonial or Case Study (If COMPANY Client)

26. Summary Notes from the Interviewer
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